Malden Retirement Board Meeting Agenda
Meeting Date: February 19, 2020
Meeting Time: 8:30AM
Meeting Place: 17 Pleasant St. 4th Floor, Malden, MA

Accept Prior Board Meeting Minutes and PERAC Financial Reports

New Members:
Hashem, Natasha-PARA
Tucker, James-School Custodian

Deceased:
Dincen, Ruth (12/28/19, Opt D survivor of John, NFB)
Mini, Richard - School Custodian (1/18/20 Opt C, spouse receives survivor benefit)
Stefanilo, Clement - Traffic (1/28/20 Opt C, spouse receives survivor benefit)

Retirements:
Halpin, Kevin-Fire (02/01/20 Opt C)
Crofty, Michael-Wiring Inspector (02/08/20 Opt C)

Service Purchase/Buyback:
Hogan, Ron-3 yrs 10 months months $1,781.33

Transfers:
None

Withdrawals:
None

Correspondence:
January 2020 PERAC Financials
PERAC Actuarial Evaluation Letter for January 1, 2020

Vote:
Neil Kinnon Military Buyback Request
Ron Hogan Buyback Request

Discussion:
Stephen Almeida-Accidental Disability Application
The deBurio Group - MRB Portfolio January 2020

Disability updates-Ken Knox-Calculation approved by PERAC, Stephen Almeida-awaiting additional records

Next Board Meeting is March 18, 2020, at 8:30AM